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Predicting popularity of online videos
using Support Vector Regression
Tomasz Trzciński and Przemysław Rokita

Abstract—In this work, we propose a regression method to
predict the popularity of an online video measured by its
number of views. Our method uses Support Vector Regression
with Gaussian Radial Basis Functions. We show that predicting
popularity patterns with this approach provides more precise and
more stable prediction results, mainly thanks to the non-linear
character of the proposed method as well as its robustness. We
prove the superiority of our method against the state of the art
using datasets containing almost 24,000 videos from YouTube
and Facebook. We also show that using visual features, such as
the outputs of deep neural networks or scene dynamics’ metrics,
can be useful for popularity prediction before content publication.
Furthermore, we show that popularity prediction accuracy can
be improved by combining early distribution patterns with social
and visual features and that social features represent a much
stronger signal in terms of video popularity prediction than the
visual ones.
Index Terms—Computer Vision, Popularity Prediction, Support Vector Regression, Video Analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT years have brought an enormous increase in
the popularity of online platforms, such as YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, where users can easily share
various content with other people. YouTube is the biggest
video sharing website with over 1 billion users that watch hundreds of millions of hours and generate billions of views [1].
The most popular social network with almost 1.5 billion
registered users is Facebook [2], followed by Instagram with
over 400 million users [3] and Twitter with over 300 million
active users sending 500 million tweets (short messages) per
day [4]. Although not every social network user is equally
active in creating and publishing content, it is estimated that
85% of Facebook users actually do engage in the content
creation process [5]. Among different types of content generated by the users, photos and videos become more and more
popular, mainly thanks to the proliferation of mobile devices
with embedded high-quality cameras, but also as a result
of studies indicating that visual content leads to higher user
engagement [6]. Since the amount of visual content accessible
online is so high, one should expect that only a small portion
of this data gains significant popularity, while the rest remains
seen only by a small audience [7]. This phenomenon has led to
the inception of the term viral video which describes a movie
uploaded online that is gaining audience in an exponential
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manner, often reaching millions of views within a few days
of publishing.
In this context, the ability to predict the number of views of
a given video can serve multiple causes, from load balancing
the throughput of the data centers and servers to adjusting marketing efforts of the media houses that publish advertisements
online. The latter application becomes increasingly significant,
as marketing agencies spend 13% more money on digital
marketing each year, with an estimated $52.8 billion spent in
2015 [8]. A typical approach to optimize those spendings is
to use A/B testing of the content and adjust the content served
to the consumers accordingly. Netflix reported that using A/B
testing of the thumbnail images of the videos can lead up
to a 30% increase in video view counts [9]. Similar increase
was also reported for A/B testing of opening video scenes on
Facebook [10]. This method, however, requires proper space
sampling and can easily be biased if the selected group of
testers is not large enough. Moreover, social networks such
as Facebook, allow the marketing agencies to promote their
content by increasing the reach of their videos. In this context,
estimating the future popularity of a video can improve the
allocation of the promotional funds. For instance, if a video
of a given publisher is expected to reach 1 million organic
views and its predicted view count exceeds this number, the
promotional funds can be spent on other less popular videos
instead.
Predicting the popularity of videos published online is a
challenging problem. First of all, the external context of the
content plays an important role in the distribution patterns of
the video, i.e. if the subject of a video is trending in other
media (television, radio, newspapers), its popularity online is
also expected to be high. Secondly, the structure of the network
built around the publisher such as the number of its friends
and followers, and their respective friends and followers, has
a substantial impact on the distribution of the content and
therefore its future popularity. Last but not least, factors such
as the relevance of the video to the final viewer and the
relationship between real world events and the content are
complex and difficult to capture, increasing the difficulty of
popularity prediction.
Nevertheless, in the recent years several attempts have been
made to address the problem of online content popularity prediction [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Researchers analysed
several types of online content, including news articles [13],
Twitter messages [17], [18], images [15], [19] and videos [12],
[14], [20], [21]. Proposed prediction methods rely either on
intrinsic features of the content, such as visual or textual
cues [13], [15], [19], or on social features describing the
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structure of the social network [16] or on early distribution
patterns [11], [14]. To our knowledge, not too much attention
was paid to the problem of combining different cues to predict
the popularity of the online content in the context of videos.
In this work, we propose a regression method based on
Support Vector Regression with Gaussian Radial Basis Functions to predict the popularity of online videos. We use
visual cues as video features that can be computed before
the video is published as well as early popularity patterns of
the video once it is released online, including view counts
and social interactions’ data. We evaluate our method on
datasets containing almost 24,000 online videos uploaded to
YouTube and Facebook. The contributions of this paper are
the following:
• We introduce a new popularity prediction method, named
Popularity-SVR, for online video content that relies on
Support Vector Regression (SVR) with Gaussian Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel and show that it outperforms
the state of the art.
• We show that results obtained relying only on the early
distribution patterns as done in [11], [14], can be improved by adding visual and social features, such as
number of faces shown throughout the video or the
number of comments recorded for a video.
• We collect and open to the public a new dataset of over
1,800 online videos uploaded to the largest social network along with the corresponding temporal and visual
features.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following
manner. In Section II we give an overview of the state of
the art. In Section III we discuss the features used to predict
the popularity of online videos using methods described in
Section IV. Section V presents the results and we conclude
this work in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
Due to the enormous growth of the number of Internet
users and online data available, popularity prediction of online
content has received a lot of attention from the research
community. Early works have focused on user web-access
patterns [22] and more specifically on the distribution of the
video content [23], as it accounted for a significant portion of
the Internet traffic and the findings could be used to determine
the benefits of caching. Once the general access patterns were
understood, the attention of the research community shifted to
the actual popularity prediction of various content types.
Textual content, such as Twitter messages, Digg stories or
online news, is typically distributed very fast and catches
users’ attention for a relatively short period of time [24].
Its popularity, measured in number of user actions such as
comments, re-tweets or likes, is therefore highly skewed and
can be modelled, e.g. with log-normal distribution [25]. Video
content exhibits similar heavy-tailed distribution, while its
popularity is typically measured by the number of views [26].
The availability of the video content and related popularity
data via the YouTube platform, where every minute over 100
hours of video is uploaded [26], researchers were able to
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investigate other aspects related to the video content distribution. The most representative topics include prediction of
the peak popularity time of the video [27] or identifying
popularity evolution patterns [28]. However, most if not all
methods used to predict the popularity of a given video rely
on its early evolution pattern [11], [12], [14] or its social
context [16]. Contrary to the method proposed in this paper,
they do not exploit additional visual cues to improve their
prediction accuracy.
In particular, Szabo and Huberman [11] observe a loglinear relationship between the views of the YouTube videos at
early stages after the publication and later times. The reported
Pearson correlation coefficient between the log-transformed
number of views after seven and thirty days after publication
exceeds 0.9, which suggests that the more popular submission
is at the beginning, the more popular it will become later.
Building up on the log-linear model of [11], [14] proposed
to extend their approach with Multivariate Linear (ML) model
that uses multiple inputs from previous stages (values of views
received by a video in the early times after publication) to
predict the future popularity of the video. On top of the
Ordinary Least Squares regressor, they also experimented with
the Ridge regressor using Radial Basis Functions (RBF) which
reduces the prediction error by 20% on average with respect
to the method of [11]. In this paper, we follow this lead and
propose to use Gaussian RBF as a Support Vector Regression
kernel [29].
To improve the prediction accuracy, Xu et al. [16] propose
to add information about the structure of publisher’s social
network, including the proportion of the users who viewed and
shared a video as well as the number of their followers. Their
so-called Social-Forecast method aims to maximize the forecast reward defined as a trade-off between prediction accuracy
and the timing of the prediction. Although the method shows
improved accuracy in terms of forecast reward, it requires
fairly detailed data concerning social network structure, which
is not always available. For instance, Facebook, the social
network with the highest number of registered users, does
not allow to browse users’ history of viewed videos and its
followers’ counts by public entities. Therefore, the SocialForecast method, evaluated on the Chinese RenRen social
network database where those metrics are publicly available,
has to be adapted to other platforms if needed.
Although it is not the focus of this paper, a few approaches have been taken to predict the popularity of online
content based on several information sources [24], [30]. For
instance, [30] use data from Twitter to detect YouTube videos
that will receive a significant growth in popularity. The model
is based on the extraction of popular and trending topics on
Twitter and linking them to the corresponding YouTube videos.
This results in 70% higher accuracy of significant popularity
growth prediction compared to the single-domain models that
only use data from YouTube.
All the above mentioned works propose to predict future
popularity of online content after the content is published.
It is much more interesting, although more challenging as
well, to attempt to predict the popularity of a given piece
of content before it is published. Khosla et al. [15] address
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Fig. 1. Results of the visual content analysis of a sample video frame. The dominant color is displayed in the top right corner of the frame. The face is
detected using cascade classifier. The text region is detected and faded to enable impainting OCR results. Best to be seen on a screen.

this problem in the context of images. More precisely, the
proposed method analyses visual and social features of the
images published on Flickr to predict their relative popularity
after the publication. Using a dataset of over 2 million images,
the authors demonstrate that features such as image color or
number of friends of the publisher play a significant role in
determining the future popularity of a given photo. Moreover,
using those cues, they are able to predict the normalized view
count of images. This work was later extended by Gelli et
al. [19] to use visual sentiment and context features.
Several recent works [21], [20] have also tackled the problem of image popularity in social media from a temporal
perspective. Exploiting the popularity patterns and trends, Wu
et al. proposed estimating popularity based on multi-scale
analysis of the dependencies between user, time and item
represented in Flickr pictures.
We build on these works by proposing a popularity prediction method for social media videos. We use computer
vision algorithms to calculate visual features and verify if
combining it with early evolution data can improve prediction
accuracy for videos published online. Although recent works
have also addressed the problem of online video analysis [31]
and popularity prediction [32] from a multi-modal perspective,
their focus is on micro-videos that last not more than a few
seconds, while we consider longer videos. To the best of our
knowledge, this is one of the first attempts to use this kind of
features in the context of online video popularity prediction.
III. F EATURES
In this section we discuss features of the videos used to
predict their popularity. We start with the description of visual
features that can be extracted before a video is published
online. We then follow with an overview of temporal features
recorded after the video was published. In our terminology,
the temporal features refer to the information that changes in
a timely fashion, e.g. number of aggregated video views that
increases with time or number of likes a given video receives
that also changes in time.
A. Visual features
Features presented here are computed using several computer vision algorithms applied on raw video data. The result-

ing features are then used to provide additional cues for the
prediction methods.
Video characteristics: We use simple video features describing video length, number of frames, video resolution and
frame dimensions.
Color: We first cluster the color space into 10 distinct
classes depending on their coordinates in the Hue-SaturationValue colorspace: black, white, blue, cyan, green, yellow,
orange, red, magenta and other. Then, for each frame of a
video, we assign a pixel to a single color and identify the
dominant color of every frame. We aggregate the results of
the color classification and represent color feature of a video
as a histogram of dominant colors across the frames as well
as dominant video color.
Face: Using a face detector based on a cascade classifier [33], we detect the region of a frame with a face. We
then count the number of detected faces per frame, number
of frames with faces present and the size of the face regions
with respect to the frame size. The results are averaged across
all video frames and stored.
Text: With a combination of edge detection and morphological filters, we identify the regions of the image with imprinted
subtitles and apply Tesseract-OCR engine1 to validate the
detection. We then report the following textual characteristics
of a video: a portion of the frames with imprinted text in the
video and an average ratio of the text region size with respect
to the frame size.
Scene dynamics: To quantify scene dynamics of a video,
we first employ Edge Change Ration algorithm [34] and
determine shot boundaries. We then analyse the boundaries
distribution and extract the number of shots and an average
shot length in seconds. We also classify the shots as hard or
soft cuts and save the corresponding histogram of shots.
Clutter: We use a Canny edge detector [35] to quantify the
clutter present in the video. We report the ratio of the edge
pixels detected and all pixels in a frame, averaged across all
frames in a video.
Rigidity: To evaluate the scene rigidity we estimate the
homography between two consecutive frames using a combination of FAST feature point detector [36] and BRIEF
1 https://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/
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IV. M ETHODS
In this paper, following the works of [11], [14] we cast the
problem of popularity prediction as a regression task. More
precisely, our goal is to predict the number of views of a
video v at time tt , given features available from the first
tr days after publication (where tr < tt ). In this section,
we discuss the regression methods used for the prediction in
Section V. We start by discussing the state-of-the-art methods
in Section IV-A. We then follow with the description of our
proposed method called Popularity-SVR in Section IV-B.

A. State-of-the-art methods

Fig. 2. Plot of hourly increments in number of views, likes, comments and
shares for a sample Facebook video. The grey areas indicate night time
according to the EDT Time Zone. The evolution patterns of those metrics
are used in the paper to predict popularity of a given video.

descriptor [37]. We then save an average number of frames
where a valid homography between current and previous
frames can be found.
Thumbnail: Building upon the work of [15], we also
compute a popularity score using Popularity API2 of the video
thumbnail and saved the result.
Deep features: To complement the set of visual features
we use a recently proposed ResNet-152 [38] - a deep convolutional neural network with 152 layers which recently won
the 1st place in the ImageNet classification, detection and
localization challenges. For each video, we first extract a set
of thumbnails representing each scene. We propagate them
through the ResNet-152 network and average the resulting
1000-dimensional probability output vector over all the thumbnails of a given video. Finally, we normalize the vector so that
all its elements sum up to one.
Fig. 1 shows a sample result of the computer vision analysis
of two video frames.

First, we discuss a set of state-of-the-art techniques, such as
Univariate Linear (UL) Regression, Multivariate Linear (ML)
Regression and Multivariate Radial Basis Function (MRBF)
Regression.

Univariate Linear (UL) Regression
Based on the high correlation observed between logtransformed early and late popularity counts of online content, [11] proposed to use a simple regressor to predict the
future popularity of a given video v. According to this model,
the number of views of a video v can be calculated at time tt
as:
N̂ (v, tr , tt ) = exp (α(tr , tt ) · ln N (v, tr )) ,

(1)

where exp defines natural exponential function, N̂ (v, tr , tt )
defines predicted number of views for video v at time tt when
prediction is made at time tr . α(tr , tt ) is a weight learnt from
training videos vt ∈ T and N (v, tr ) is the number of views at
time tr . Weight α(tr , tr ) can be computed using the ordinary
least squares model.

Multivariate Linear (ML) Regression
B. Temporal features
Once a video is made available online we are able to collect
data related to its popularity that is the number of views as
well as other social interactions aggregates. We can therefore
introduce the following features:
• Views: an aggregated number of times a given video is
watched that increases with time,
• Social: aggregated number of likes, shares and comments
on a given video that also change in time.
Figure 2 shows a set of hourly increments in views, likes,
comments and shares for a sample Facebook video. The
evolution patterns of the video statistics provide an important
cue for the popularity prediction methods, as [11] reported
high correlation between log-transformed view counts early
after the publication and later on. These results are also
confirmed by the experiments presented in Section V.
2 http://popularity.csail.mit.edu/

Pinto et al. [14] propose to extend the UL regression model
by including also the views accumulated by the video before
tr . In other words, they increase the dimensionality of the input
feature vector. Instead of using a single cumulated view count
at time tr , they sample the timeline between publication time
t0 and reference time tr and use the number of views received
in those sampling intervals (views’ increments or deltas) to
form a feature vector. The proposed method called Multivariate
Linear (ML) Regression predicts the popularity of the video
v at time tt as a linear combination of the feature values and
can be expressed as:
N̂ (v, tr , tt ) =

r
X


α(ti , tt ) · N (v, ti ) − N (v, ti−1 ) ,

(2)

i=1

where {α(ti , tt )}ri=1 are model parameters learned
 from training data T and the term N (v, ti ) − N (v, ti−1 ) corresponds
to the view deltas in the i-th sampling interval.
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MRBF Regression
The ML Regression model is able to capture more information about the evolution pattern thanks to different
weights assigned to time intervals. However, the weights
learned from the training data cannot capture the intrinsic
variations of the evolution patterns within the training dataset
videos. Therefore, [14] propose to extend their ML model
by introducing a similarity notion between the videos based
on their evolution patterns. The so-called MRBF regression
uses Radial Basis Functions (RBF) to calculate the distance
between the videos and predicts the number of views based
on the views increments as well as distances to a set of preselected training videos vc ∈ C:
N̂ (v, tr , tt )

=

r
X


α(ti , tt ) · N (v, ti ) − N (v, ti−1 ) +

i=1

|
+

X

{z
ML regression
ωvc · Φ(v, vc ),

}
(3)

vc ∈C

{z
}
RBF features


2
where Φ(x, y) = exp − ||x−y||
is a Gaussian RBF with σ
2σ 2
parameter and a set of videos C to be selected during crossvalidation. The above problem can be solved with ordinary
least squares, similarly to the previously discussed methods.
However, the additional set of input features increases the
risk of overfitting. Therefore, [14] propose to use Ridge
regression [39] instead.
It is worth mentioning that the MRBF regression uses
Gaussian Radial Basis Function as a proxy for a similarity
measure between the evolution patterns of a given video
and a set of representative videos vc ∈ C from a training
dataset. More precisely, the MRBF method postulates selecting
a uniformly distributed random set of videos as representative
samples. Then, the Gaussian RBF function is used to compute
the distances between an input video and a set of samples.
Finally, those distances are plugged into Eq. 3 and contribute
to the RBF features’ term of the prediction formula. This way
the final popularity prediction of the MRBF method takes
into account both the temporal popularity evolution of a given
video (the ML regression term) and its similarity to previously
observed popularity patterns within the training dataset (the
RBF features’ term).
|

B. Popularity-SVR
MRBF Regression model encompasses linear and non-linear
dependencies within the popularity evolution patterns using
a combination of two methods: ML regression (linear) and
RBF features (non-linear). This approach allows to compute
the predicted value by combining the linear regression model
based on the popularity evolution of a given video as well
as its similarity to a set of representative videos from the
dataset computed using a non-linear RBF kernel. We claim
that it is not necessary to split the prediction into two distinct
parts, which increases the complexity of the model and leads
to additional computational costs.

To this end, we propose a new method, dubbed PopularitySVR, that predicts future popularity of a video using Support
Vector Regression (SVR) [29]. Inspired by the results obtained with the MRBF method, we propose to use Gaussian
Radial Basis Functions as a kernel of our transformation. The
selection of the right kernel can significantly influence the
performance of the model, as it was shown in other domains,
e.g. speaker identification [40] or handwriting recognition [41].
We therefore postulate using a RBF kernel as it allows us to
map feature vectors into a non-linear space where the relations
between popularity evolution patterns of the videos are easier
to capture. As a result, the non-linear character of the RBF
kernel transformations allows for a more robust prediction
based on the patterns identified by the algorithm within the
training dataset, and not relying explicitly on the linear relation
between early and later popularity of a given video. Therefore,
Popularity-SVR simplifies the MRBF model by finding the
relevant evolution patterns from within the training dataset and
predicting the popularity based on the RBF-based similarity
to those patterns. This approach is much different from the
MRBF method, where the representative videos are selected
as a uniform random sample of examples from the training
dataset and the prediction is made based on the early evolution
pattern and similarity to the random videos from the training
dataset. Our approach also differs from similar works on
modifying SVM kernel functions [42], [40], [41], since we
consider using the RBF kernel as a method to generalize a
more complex model proposed in [14]. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge, our work is one of the first attempts to
select an optimal SVM kernel in the context of online content
popularity prediction.
According to the proposed Popularity-SVR method the
popularity of a video v can be predicted as:
N̂ (v, tr , tt ) =

K
X



αk · Φ X(v, tr ), X(k, tr ) + b,

(4)

k=1



2
is a Gaussian RBF with σ
where Φ(x, y) = exp − ||x−y||
2σ 2
parameter, X(v, tr ) is a feature vector for video v available at
time tr and {X(k, tr )}K
k=1 is a set of support vectors returned
by the SVR algorithm along with a set of coefficients {αk }K
k=1
and intercept b. Unless stated otherwise, we use a vector of
log-transformed view deltas as feature vectors, as proposed
in [14], that is X(v, tr ) = {N (v, ti ) − N (v, ti − 1)}ri=1 . We
found optimal values for the hyperparameter C of the Support
Vector Machine optimization and σ of the RBF kernel with
a grid search in a preliminary set of experiments and in the
remainder of this paper the following values are used: C =
10, σ = 0.005.
V. R ESULTS
In this section we compare the state-of-the-art methods
described in section IV, namely the UL, ML and MRBF
against the proposed Popularity-SVR method. To that end,
we employ 3 datasets containing almost 24,000 videos.
For ML and MRBF methods we use implementations obtained from their authors. For UL and Popularity-SVR we
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TABLE I
YOU T UBE VIDEO DATASETS . R ESULTS OF THE PREDICTION FOR UL, ML, MRBF AND P OPULARITY-SVR METHODS REPORTED AS S PEARMAN RANK
CORRELATION ± 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (tr = 6 DAYS , tt = 30 DAYS ). P OPULARITY-SVR OUTPERFORMS THE COMPETITORS WHILE PROVIDING
MORE STABLE PREDICTION ACCURACY ( SMALLER CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ).
Dataset

UL

ML

MRBF

Popularity-SVR

Random dataset

0.8719 ± 0.0087

0.8844 ± 0.0087

0.8968 ± 0.0074

0.9071 ± 0.0043

Top dataset

0.8797 ± 0.018

0.8921 ± 0.017

0.9046 ± 0.0152

0.9353 ± 0.009

Fig. 3. Prediction results for the YouTube video datasets: Random (left) and Top (right). The reference time tr indicates number of days since publication
and the target time is tt = 30 days. The proposed Popularity-SVR method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, among which the MRBF performs the
best, for both datasets. The performance improvement is more significant for tr < 12.

use our own Python implementation based on the Scikitlearn package3 . To find the optimal parameters of the
MRBF and Popularity-SVR methods, we used Python scikit’s
sklearn.grid_search.GridSearchCV method, that
finds the optimal parameters in terms of prediction accuracy
using grid a search approach, while the UL and ML implementations do not have any parameters to optimize. We first
evaluate all the methods using only the temporal evolution of
the views (without visual or social features) on two publicly
available datasets of YouTube videos: Top and Random [43].
We then show how we can improve the prediction precision
with additional visual and social features obtained using a new
dataset of Facebook videos.

To evaluate the prediction methods in the context of social
media, we also collected data for 1,820 videos uploaded to
Facebook between August 1st , 2015 until October 15th , 2015.
The videos were uploaded by several Facebook publishers,
including the AJ+4 and BuzzFeedVideo5 . We implemented a
crawler that uses Facebook Graph API6 to browse Facebook
publishers’ pages and retrieve publicly available information
regarding the number of interactions with a given video, that is
the number of shares, likes and comments. Since the number
of views of a video is not publicly available through the Graph
API, we retrieve this data using simple URL scraper of a video
page. We release this dataset to the public to enable further
research on the topic of popularity prediction of social media
content7 .

A. Datasets
Top and Random datasets [43] contain data gathered for
YouTube videos, such as time evolution of the number of
views, comments, favorites and ratings. The Top dataset is
a compilation of those results for a total of 27,212 videos
taken from the top-100 most popular videos of each country
in the world. The Random dataset contains the same type of
data gathered for 24,484 unique randomly selected videos.
Similarly to [14], we also preprocess both YouTube datasets
and remove the videos with incomplete statistics and with less
than 30 days of data. The final preprocessed datasets generated
this way have 16,132 (Random) and 5,811 (Top) videos.

B. Evaluation protocol
To evaluate the performance of prediction methods, we
follow the approach of [14] and use 10-fold cross validation.
For every dataset used, we randomly split all the samples into
10 equal-sized folds. We then use 9 folds for training and one
for testing. We repeat the process 10 times, every time testing
the methods on a distinct fold and training them with the
remaining 9 folds. We report here the average results across all
the 10 test sets along with the corresponding 95% confidence
4 www.facebook.com/ajplusenglish
5 www.facebook.com/BuzzFeedVideo
6 https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api

3 http://scikit-learn.org/

7 http://ii.pw.edu.pl/∼ttrzcins/facebook

dataset 2015.csv
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interval. As a metric to evaluate the prediction accuracy we
use the Spearman rank correlation, as in [15].
C. YouTube datasets
We first evaluate the popularity prediction methods on two
sets of YouTube videos: Random and Top datasets. Figure 3
shows the results in terms of rank correlation for reference
time tr ∈ (1, 29) days and target time tt = 30). The performance of our proposed Popularity-SVR method is higher than
the competitors for both datasets and across the reference time
values. The improvement over the state-of-the-art methods
is more significant for the Top dataset and for tr < 12,
which indicates that our proposed method works especially
well for the popular videos just after they are published. The
performance of all methods converges as tr gets closer to the
target time tt . This is not a surprise, as the more time passes,
the easier the prediction is. Out of the competitors, MRBF
performs the best which confirms the results of [14]. For the
quantitative analysis, we also show the average results along
with the 95% confidence interval for tr = 6 in Table I. Not
only does the Popularity-SVR method perform best, but its
95% confidence interval is also up to 40% smaller than the
other methods, which means that Popularity-SVR provides a
more stable prediction accuracy across different videos.
D. Facebook dataset
Secondly, we evaluate the performance using the Facebook
dataset. In the first experiment we evaluated the Spearman
rank correlation obtained when using various visual features
proposed in Section III. The results are shown in Table II. Our
results show that the popularity of a video can be predicted
with the highest accuracy using deep learning features, which
confirms the observations made in [15] for images. Other
important metrics that can be useful for the prediction of
video popularity include clutter present in the video, scene
dynamics and thumbnail popularity rank [15]. Interestingly,
the negative correlation results obtained for text and rigidity
features suggest that videos with too much text (e.g. subtitles)
or those with too much rigidity are bound to be less popular,
although the magnitude of the correlation is fairly small.
Finally, combining all the visual features together provides
the Spearman correlation result of over 0.23.
We then compared the performance of the proposed
Popularity-SVR method and state of the art using visual
features, social features, such as the number of comments,
likes and shares, and view counts as the inputs. Figure 4
and Table III show the obtained results. The results show
that the highest prediction accuracy can be obtained using the
combination of view counts, social features and visual features
as inputs. When using those input sets separately, the best
performance is observed for the view counts followed closely
by social features. Although the correlation is not as high for
the visual features, one must remember that visual features can
be computed before the publication, while the others cannot
be obtained until the video is published and it is too late to
modify its contents. Therefore, we claim that the proposed
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE VIDEO POPULARITY PREDICTION RESULTS USING
VISUAL FEATURES . T HE RESULTS OF THE P OPULARITY-SVR APPLIED TO
GROUPS OF VISUAL FEATURES PROPOSED IN S ECTION III SHOW THAT
DEEP FEATURES PROVIDE THE HIGHEST S PEARMAN CORRELATION VALUE
WITH VIDEO POPULARITY. OVERALL CORRELATION VALUE USING VISUAL
FEATURES REACHES OVER 0.23 AND IS CONSISTENT WITH THE RESULTS
PRESENTED IN [15] FOR IMAGES .
Visual features

Correlation

Deep features

0.1361 ± 0.0155

Clutter

0.1201 ± 0.0084

Scene dynamics

0.0822 ± 0.0091

Thumbnail

0.0682 ± 0.0094

Video characteristics

0.0678 ± 0.0168

Face

0.0588 ± 0.0188

Color

0.0385 ± 0.0103

Text

-0.0157 ± 0.0076

Rigidity

-0.0454 ± 0.0139

Combined

0.2344 ± 0.0166

visual features can be useful for the publishers to adjust the
content and maximise its probability to become popular.
Another conclusion we can draw from the results presented
in Table III is that social signals are much stronger in predicting popularity of online videos in social media than the
visual signal. This confirms the findings of [15] for images
shared online. One can consider the results of our experiment
as an the empirical evidence that adding social features as an
input of the online video popularity prediction methods leads
to much higher improvement in terms of accuracy than adding
visual features.
The performance of all the methods can be improved by
combining different feature subsets, although the improvement
is modest as using only view counts provides a fairly high
prediction accuracy. Moreover, the social features and view
counts are highly correlated, as the more popular the content
is, the more attention from other users it attracts. In fact,
the Spearman correlation between the number of views and
comments, shares and likes is equal to: 0.86, 0.88 and 0.93,
respectively. This phenomenon, also known as multicollinearity, results in a relatively small information gain provided by
those social features and explains the minor improvement over
the views evolution data.
Finally, the results confirm that our proposed PopularitySVR method performs better than the competitors for all input
configurations and across all tr values. As the improvement of
Popularity-SVR over MRBF for the input configuration with
all features is approximately 1%, we perform an additional
set of experiments to verify the statistical significance of the
results. To that end, we compute the Student-T test results for
prediction outputs of all baselines methods and PopularitySVR method using view counts. Figure 5 shows the resulting
p-values averaged across test folds. Although with the increasing time the results become more similar (with average p-value
increasing), they remain statistically different with mean pvalues below 0.02.
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TABLE III
FACEBOOK VIDEOS DATASET. R ESULTS OF THE PREDICTION FOR THE UL, ML, MRBF AND P OPULARITY-SVR METHODS REPORTED AS S PEARMAN
RANK CORRELATION ± 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (tr = 6 HOURS , tt = 7 DAYS ). P OPULARITY-SVR METHOD OUTPERFORMS THE STATE OF THE ART
METHODS ACROSS VARIOUS INPUT DATA CONFIGURATIONS . P REDICTION ACCURACY OF ALL THE METHODS WHEN USING ONLY VISUAL FEATURES IS
LOWER THAN THE ACCURACY OF THE METHODS RELYING ON THE TEMPORAL FEATURES . N EVERTHELESS , COMBINING VISUAL AND TEMPORAL
FEATURES LEADS TO HIGHER ACCURACY. T HE BEST PERFORMANCE AMONG ALL TESTED CONFIGURATIONS IS ACHIEVED BY THE P OPULARITY-SVR
METHOD WITH TIME EVOLUTION OF THE NUMBER OF VIDEOS , SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AND VISUAL FEATURES .
UL

ML

MRBF

Popularity-SVR

visual

0.0957 ± 0.0184 0.1634 ± 0.0153 0.1496 ± 0.0133

0.2344 ± 0.0166

social

0.8658 ± 0.0386 0.8736 ± 0.0298 0.8728 ± 0.0305

0.8974 ± 0.0205

views

0.9061 ± 0.0366 0.9130 ± 0.0382 0.9173 ± 0.0379

0.9301 ± 0.0191

views + visual

0.9107 ± 0.0315 0.9152 ± 0.0301 0.9193 ± 0.0197

0.9311 ± 0.0125

temporal (views + social)

0.9126 ± 0.0295 0.9187 ± 0.0234 0.9197 ± 0.0237

0.9356 ± 0.0160

0.9148 ± 0.032

0.9413 ± 0.0127

temporal (views + social) + visual

Fig. 4. Prediction results for Facebook dataset. The reference time tr
indicates number of hours since publication and the target time is tt = 7
days. Popularity-SVR provides better performance than other methods. When
adding other types of data to the feature vector, the performance of PopularitySVR is improved even more, reaching the peak with features based on the
time evolution of the views, social and visual features.

E. Runtime evaluation
For a novel prediction method to be used in practice,
it needs to have low runtime (both in terms of training
and prediction), as well as high scalability. To verify that
our proposed approach fulfils this requirement, we measured
execution times of all the methods for subsets of different sizes
from the YouTube Random dataset presented in Section V-A
and compared the results. The measurements were averaged
over 10 runs and performed on a MacBook Pro with 2.5GHz
Intel Core i7 with 16GB RAM memory. Fig. 6 shows the
results of this comparison. Training time of our proposed SVRPopularity method is lower than the other methods, except for
the Univariate Linear (UL) Regression, while the prediction
time is lower than the competing MRBF method. We believe
that it is the result of a simplified prediction model that uses
only a set of support vectors along with the RBF kernel during
prediction, while the MRBF method aditionally uses the ML
regression term, as defined in Eq. 3. Furthermore, our model

0.925 ± 0.032

0.9203 ± 0.0366

Fig. 5. Results of Student T-tests in terms of p-values averaged over 10 test
runs. The tests are run on the prediction results computed by the proposed
Popularity-SVR method and the baseline methods on Facebook dataset. The
statistical tests prove that the results are significantly different with mean pvalue below 0.02 and, therefore, that the improvement of the proposed method
over the state-of-the-art methods is statistically significant.

can be trained faster than the competing MRBF approach,
since it takes advantage of the so-called kernel trick [44].
Employing the kernel trick allows us to avoid an explicit
transformation of feature vectors into multi-dimensional RBF
space and therefore reduces memory and computational costs.
Moreover, increasing training size leads to increased training
time for all the methods, while the prediction time remains
fairly stable, proving the scalability of the evaluated methods.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to use Support Vector Regression
with Gaussian Radial Basis Functions to predict the popularity
of online video content measured as the number of views.
Our method was evaluated on three datasets containing a total
of almost 24,000 videos and the results show its superiority
with respect to the state of the art. Moreover, the results
suggest that using only visual features computed before the
publication of the video can be helpful to predict future video
popularity. Nevertheless, if a higher prediction accuracy is
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Fig. 6. Runtime evaluation comparison for various prediction methods on subsets of YouTube Random dataset of different sizes. Training time increases with
the training set size, while prediction time remains stable across different sizes. The proposed Popularity-SVR method provides training times comparable to
the state-of-the-art methods, while being faster at prediction than the competing MRBF approach.

required, temporal features, such as view counts or social
features should be added. The best results obtained for the
combination of visual features, social features and early view
counts allow to predict the popularity of the video published
on Facebook with a Spearman correlation rank of up to 0.94
only 6 hours after publication. In our future work we plan
to extend the set of features used for prediction by adding
more semantic cues, such as video topic or the sentiment of
the social interactions, to better understand what impacts the
popularity of the videos in social networks.
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